
MasterPeace Academy    Music exam for the older children                           Nov 2018 

Note. Where a question is marked &T you need to see Teacher Tony or if it is marked &A, see Ms 

Amber.  

1.  What was invented first:   Classical or Jazz     1 

2.  What kind of music does South African Hugh Masekela play?   1 

3.  Elvis Presley sang in two genres.  Select 1, 2 or 3     2 

 1  Jazz and Country 

 2  Rock’n’roll and gospel 

 3  Classical and pop 

        4.  &T   You will hear two genres of music. Which one is played first?  1 

 Traditional Jazz or modern Jazz   

5.  &T   You will hear two genres of music. Which one is played first?                 1 

 Modern (contemporary) gospel 

 Traditional gospel 

6.  &T   You will hear two genres of music. Which one is played first?                 1 

 Opera 

 Baroque 

7.  &A        Play the chord of G7 on guitar       2 

8.  &A        Play the chord of C on guitar       3 

9.  Would you like to learn to play an instrument well?       3 

              Which instrument? 

 Why that instrument? 

 

      

10.  Name five instruments of the orchestra      3 

 

 

11.  &T   Listen to the following  3 instruments and identify them   3 

 

12.  What is harmony?   Select 1, 2 or 3      1 

1. A tune played on the black keys 

2. Notes that accompany a tune to add pleasant sound to the tune. 

3. A tune played lower down the keyboard to the left hand part of the keyboard  



  

 

13. Classical musicians normally play from music.  How do jazz musicians play?  1 

 

14. Name two uses that music has in add in addition to giving enjoyment.    2 

 

  

15.  How many notes are there in a scale?         2 

 

16.  &T  What are sharps and flats?  Explain by playing a sharp and a flat on the piano.   2  

 

17.  Write out the scale of D on manuscript paper.         3 

18. &T  Play on the recorder the scale of D Major, starting at lower D.        3 

 

19.  &T  Play the same scale on the Keyboard. Hint: it has two sharps.         3 

 

20.  &T  Play the tune that we have been practising on the piano       5 

 

21.  &T  Now add the harmony notes          4 

 

22.  &T   On the manuscript paper, write a short tune of about 8 notes.     2 

         Start with the note middle C         

23.  &T   Play your tune on the piano                      2 

24.  Add harmony notes to the tune          2   

25.  Draw a diagram of sound waves coming to your ears from 2 different                        2 

    Instruments on the left and right in an orchestra.    

 



26.  How do your ears tell which direction the sound is coming from?     1 

 1  The sound is louder in one ear than the other. 

 2  The sound in both ears is the same, but you can see where the instruments are. 

 3  The sound of each instruments reaches one of your ears slightly before your  

  other ear  

26.  Hearing sound coming from different directions is called:       1 

 1  Osteopathy 

  2  Stereophony 

  3. Empathy 

 

27.  When we hear good music for the first time, do we always like it?     1 

 

28. &T   Listen to a musical form.   Is it     (Select 1, 2 or 3)       2 

  1  A song 

  2. A piano concerto 

  3. A symphony  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

MasterPeace Academy    Music exam for the younger children.  (Tatenda, Mpho) 

1. What is your favourite instrument?   What do you like about it?   1 

 

2. &T  Play the scale of C on the piano      2 

 

3. How many notes are there in a scale      1 

 

4. Do you like music?  Why?       2 

 

 

5. Here are some genres of music.  Which ones do you like?   1 

Classical     Rap   Electronic 

Rock       Blues   Christian 

Rock’n’roll   Jazz   Hip hop 

Pop        Country and western African 

 

6. What is your favourite instrument?      1 

 

7. &T   You will hear two genres of music. Which one is played first?  1 

 Traditional Jazz or modern Jazz 

 

8.  Would you like to learn to play an instrument well?      3 

              Which instrument? 

 Why that instrument? 

 

       9.  &A     Play the chord of G7 on guitar      2 

10.  &T     Play the tune that we have been practising on the piano   5 

11.  &T    Now add the harmony notes      4 

 

 

 

 



  

 

  


